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Abstract

This dissertation will look at outsourcing manufacturing to developing
countries, its history, causes, and outcomes. It will focus specifically on
quality and demographic issues. The motivations of companies to outsource
and countries to liberalise their trade, case studies will be looked at, and the
impact all of this has on society and reduction in quality will be discussed.
Quality is a very difficult, if near impossible, thing to explain and in many
ways to know if a product is of a higher quality you must see it and feel it.
Much of the research undergone in this dissertation has therefore been hands
on. Although the chance to visit factories in developing countries did not arise,
many high quality production facilities in Europe were visited for this
dissertation and in Japan prior to this.
Overall, the reader should be able to gain a better understanding of the
underlined issues and hopefully change their view on them. Finally, many case
studies were undergone to develop this work and unfortunately only a small
amount was able to be used to due space constraints.
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Introducction: Hisstorical E
Elementss, Explanation, Deefinition,,
aand Thesiis

1

Thrroughout hisstory there hhave been profit
p
seekin
ng enterprisses that havee
outsourced in one way or anotheer. This disssertation will
w look speecifically at
a
how outsouurcing man
nufacturing to developiing countriees has reduuced quality
y
and has caaused certain demograaphic issues and the outcomes aand reasonss
behind this.
To start off wee must definne outsourccing. The deefinition off the type of
outsourcingg which willl be lookedd at is in thee Encyclopaaedia Britannnica which
h
defines it as
a a ‘Work
k arrangemeent made by
y an employer who hirees an outsidee
contractor to
t perform work
w
that coould be don
ne by compaany personnnel.’2
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The key term here is contractor as for a company to outsource they
must subcontract their work to another company (usually, although not always
in another country) to produce that product for them. This process alone may
cause a reduction in control and therefore can impact quality.
This dissertation will mainly focus on outsourcing within the
manufacturing industry; there are of course other types of outsourcing such as
that in services which will only slightly be touched upon. Most of the case
studies for will be for China as a country most companies outsource to since
its economy as a whole is rising and it simply has the most data due to the
amount they produce compared to other countries.
The first chapter will focus on the motivations of companies to either
outsource or keep production in house and how this would reduce or improve
quality. It will also focus on neoliberal government policies which have
caused this phenomenon. The second chapter will examine case studies of
companies who outsource and those who don't and how their quality and aims
differ. The third chapter will look at the outcomes of outsourcing, whether
they have caused a reduction in quality, and what their impact on society is as
well.
Quality is a very difficult, if near impossible, thing to explain and in
many ways to know if a product is of a higher quality you must see it and feel
it. The author has therefore included pictures to illustrate differences in quality,
conditions of production facilities, and demographic issues. The author has
also included a few examples of comparisons in price between comparable
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goods produced in developed and developing countries to illustrate that
developing countries goods are not always cheaper to buy for the consumer.
Much of the research undergone in this dissertation has therefore been
hands on. Although the chance to visit factories in developing countries did
not arise, many high quality production facilities in Europe were visited for
this dissertation and in Japan prior to this. What will be explained specifically
is why outsourcing to developing countries may cause a reduction in quality.
The neoliberal government policies which led to outsourcing such as
economic liberalisation and deindustrialisation, as well as company motives
on restructuring, and the outcomes such as unemployment, lowering of wages,
and the growing divide between rich and poor (also known as the race to the
bottom) will all be discussed in order to gain a better understanding of how
outsourcing came about and what its effects on society are.
To find out more about the history of the process of outsourcing my
research took me to a historian and curator at the Victoria and Albert museum
named Wynyard T. Wilkinson. One of the first examples of outsourcing in the
UK was that of the Norwich Communion Cup. In those days (1566-1567) the
different cities were like different states. The change from Catholicism to
Protestantism changed the drinking of the wine of Christ’s blood from one
person to that of everyone sharing. This in turn led to the mass production of
silver communion cups for the Archbishops arrival. The bottom and top of this
chalice was made in Norwich but the stem was commissioned to be made in
London due to the availability of their mass production techniques as stems
were much more time consuming and difficult to make.3 This outsourcing
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was not to a different country but outsourcing does not necessarily have to be
to another country, as mentioned it is subcontracting to another company
(which is usually in another country) and in this case London was almost like
another country in those days.
It has to be noted that although the East India and Dutch East India
Companies were perhaps the first MNCs (Multi-National Corporations), they
were not companies that outsourced by the definition of outsourcing as they
mainly dealt with buying spices and slaves from other countries and selling
them off for much more money later.45 They did not commission something to
be made for them by another company which would make it outsourcing.
However, the Dutch East India Company was the first company to issue stocks
and through this they earned the capital they needed to make their business a
success.6 This leads us to our next point.
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Chapter One: Reasons forr Outsou
urcing or Not Outtsourcing
g

7

Outtsourcing beecame prom
minent in th
he 2nd half of
o the 20th ccentury and
d
did not com
me into full swing untiil countries such as Ch
hina started liberalising
g
their trade in the latee 1970s/earrly 1980s. 8 Therefore the term ittself wasn’t
integrated into
i
commo
on usage unttil around th
his time.
This period off China’s lliberalisatio
on coincideed with thee change in
n
administrattion in the US
U with Reeagan and in
i the UK with
w Thatchher stepping
g
into powerr. They heelped to p ave the way
w
for outtsourcing tthrough thee
deindustriaalisation policies of pprivatisation
n and closing down uunprofitablee
governmennt enterprisees which coost millions of jobs. 9 They liberralised tradee
and econom
mic restricttions withinn their own
n countries to promotee free tradee.
These two moves of liiberalisationn, combined
d with the recession
r
annd break up
p
of trade unnions which
h were takinng place du
uring this peeriod, influeenced many
y
companies to outso
ource. Theese policiees or ideeas were
Neoliberaliism.10
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known ass

The Collins English Dictionary defines neoliberalism as “a modern
politico-economic theory favouring free trade, privatization, minimal
government intervention in business, reduced public expenditure on social
services, etc”11 As the government didn’t intervene into businesses as much
and favoured free trade, many businesses started outsourcing.
Outsourcing as a company policy basis can be partially attributed to
companies going public, although corporations are not the only types of
companies that outsource. The fact that companies have gone public (IE
started to float their shares on the financial market) has led to a cycle of caring
more about shareholders and board members rather than staff or quality. The
generating of higher stock prices to satisfy board members and shareholders,
usually through methods of raising profits such as cost reduction, has led to
outsourcing for this sake alone.
Public companies also are faced with the added pressure of the market
which may cause them to focus more on short-term results rather than
long-term growth. The actions of the company's management also
become increasingly scrutinized as investors constantly look for rising
profits.

This

may

lead

management

to

perform somewhat

questionable practices in order to boost earnings.12
One of these practices could be outsourcing to a developing country and
therefore laying off thousands of their own workforce.
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It shhould howeever be noteed that theree are also many
m
publicc companiess
that focus on
o quality and
a not all oof them are in it just fo
or the moneyy. One such
h
company iss Leica whicch is featureed in the case studies.
Manny public companies w
who care ab
bout quality
y were able to raise thee
funds on thhe financial market in oorder to gen
nerate profitt which theyy reinvested
d
in the comppany for ressearch and developmen
nt. There is also anothher reason in
n
that the prooduct itself may be a pprofessionall, niche pro
oduct, whichh would not
be bought for
f the high
h price if it were not off this qualitty which is the case forr
Leica. Suchh a valued product
p
dem
mands this quality
q
and therefore w
would not bee
bought shouuld it be maade in a devveloping cou
untry.
Theere is a histo
ory of a certtain productt being prod
duced in a ccertain placee
which makkes it the best at prroducing a certain prroduct. Thiis is called
d
comparativve advantage and unforrtunately it has been ignored in tthe fact thaat
nowadays almost eveery productt is manuffactured in one or a handful of
China which
h produce nearly all outsourced
d
developing countries such as C
goods.14
12

There is also a theory that suggests that because of consumer culture
many companies may not want the consumer products to be of a higher quality.
On the contrary they want the products to break so that people will be forced
to buy new ones. However, this theory may be flawed by the fact that
companies offer warranties for their products.
There are many reasons for reduction in quality when outsourcing to
developing countries such as: lack of expertise, loss of control due to
subcontracting, difference in standards, and lack of pride in making a certain
products. A company outsourcing cannot command the subcontractor to
produce to the same specifications as the company would do so itself as there
might be a differing in understanding and a lack of control. Training people
for years, even generations on certain manufacturing skills cannot be done as
there hasn’t been enough time to do so and many companies are not there for
so long. A lot of the training in fact is done by the subcontractor and not the
company itself. A countries situation might change and many companies have
switched the countries or factories they outsource to and therefore are not
there to benefit or train the people to create perfect quality. Another big
problem is in the fact that workers are easily laid off if they don’t reach
production targets in developing countries but they don’t have that fear in
most developed countries hence why they have time to focus on quality.15
A dilemma faced with outsourcing is how we can improve on
something we subcontract and don’t actually manufacture ourselves. For it is
partly the manufacturing process that reveals flaws as well as shows areas of
where we can improve and develop certain technologies further. This
combined with the fact that it’s not actually produced by the company itself
13

but subconntracted meaans that theere is a hug
ge loss of quality
q
contrrol over thee
production stage.
y
It can be argueed that the assembly is automaticc anyway (aas for many
t
shoulldn’t be a rreduction in
n
electronics)), therefore companiess feel that there
quality as there
t
is lesss human invvolvement (and therefo
fore knowhoow) needed
d.
However, much
m
of thee quality in ssuch a systeem comes from
f
the quaality control
and checkiing mechan
nisms whichh require sk
killed people which iss lacking in
n
developing countries.
It can also be argued thaat most goo
ods are still made by hhumans and
d
therefore need
n
to be skilled
s
in w
what they do
o. How mu
uch feelingss or passion
n
someone has
h can also
o play a roole in qualiity. People learn certaain skills in
n
manufacturring over many
m
years oor generatio
ons and thiss takes timee to develop
p
into somethhing that wiill truly yielld superior standards
s
off quality.

16

Anoother impo
ortant thingg to note is the difffering stanndards and
d
understandiing which many
m
comppanies havee come acro
oss. For exxample, in a
developed country wh
here people are used to
o higher en
nd productss and higherr
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quality and attention to detail, workers or subcontractors in a developing
country may not have those same ideals, standards or attention to detail.
Mutual understanding is another thing that may differ between two countries
due to differing of culture.
Even though the main reason why companies outsource to developing
countries is lower labour costs, there are other reasons as well such as tax
incentives. Hideaki Ibuki of the Japanese Ministry of Economy Trade and
Industry gives a couple of motives for why companies may outsource. ‘[The]
basic motive for Japanese manufacturers to have production site out of Japan
are (1) to get [a] new market, and (2) to avoid the risk of currency
fluctuation.’17 By new markets many firms refer to local markets. However
according to Shigehisa Cape Kasahara of the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development, ‘Some TNC (Trans National Corporations) begin
overseas operations with the intention of selling their products not in local, but
in third-party markets.’18 This could also be because of the local market not
being rich enough to afford those consumer goods. To an extent, this is also
changing with the fact many economies such as China have a growing
consumer market now with the emergence of an elitist middle and upper class.
However, many of the products that are produced there by developed countries
companies are actually produced with the tastes of those developed countries
in mind. Yet, many can argue that with globalisation, the tastes of many local
communities are being “westernised.”
Most of the people in developing countries would not be able to afford
consumer goods such as IPODs whilst in the developed, factory workers are
some of the most well paid people often being able to purchase the goods they
15

produce themselves.19 Therefore the argument that outsourcing to developing
countries happens in order to sell to the local market there doesn't hold water.
Companies and governments often say that outsourcing benefits the local
community they are outsourcing to but there is a fallacy in this statement.
Companies in fact want to keep wages low as their first and foremost
motivation in outsourcing is cheaper labour costs. In some ways governments
also benefit from this as higher profits for the company equals higher earnings
for the country the company is from, although as will later be discussed this is
at the expense of certain demographic issues and in many cases tax dodging.
The subcontractor in developing countries also doesn’t want the wages
to go up because they would be making fewer profits as well. The outsourcing
company may even threaten to move production to another country should the
wages go up. In this case the country must have the infrastructure to support
itself should wages reach a level that is not profitable enough for the
outsourcing companies as many developing countries rely almost solely on
Inward Manufacturing FDI for their economic growth.20 The outcomes of this
will also later be discussed.
It is important to note that many companies outsource their lower end
products whilst keeping their high end manufacturing in the country where it
was conceived.
For example, a country with a highly skilled workforce in a particular
productive area will be favoured with the production of its higher value
products providing higher paid employment, whereas others with a
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lower level of skill might be lumbered with its lower value products,
with workers being paid less.21
This is a trend that is present especially with big companies such as Sony,
Canon, and Nikon who all make their professional products in Japan whilst
outsourcing the rest to countries such as China, Thailand the Philippines.
Many companies claim that this is to protect their manufacturing secrets but
others claim that this is due to the fact that professionals need much higher
quality than consumers.
However,
even companies making high-tech or specialist products, often tailored
to the specific needs of users worldwide, are increasingly
subcontracting the manufacture of key components, if not the whole of
their production, to companies or subsidiaries in Eastern Europe or
Asia especially China.22
This is important to note as sometimes it is not a separate company that creates
the products for them but a subsidiary of the company.
Outsourcing in manufacturing is not only limited to the products we
use, the clothes we wear or the food we eat. India, for example has started
making animation, especially 3D animation for Hollywood film companies.
“The total animation outsourcing market in India is currently valued over $100
million and it is exploding by 200% annum.” 23 Even though this brings
investment to India, it draws away investment from other developing or
developed countries. One hour of animation, for example, costs $60,000 in
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India compared to $160-200,000 in Korea and $250-300,000 in the US. 24
Therefore one can see that Korea, which used to have a huge inflow of
animation to be produced, is at a disadvantage.
However, not all outsourcing is to developing nations. There is a lot of
subcontracting going on between developed nations, although this is often
through partnerships or subsidiaries. One example of this is Gorilla, a US glass
maker which is converting part of a second factory in Japan in order to meet a
potential order boost, which may not have been possible using the US factory
alone. 25 This may also be due to the lack of skilled manufacturing labour
available in the US as that is declining as well.
Another more prominent example of this is in the car industry where
for example Japanese car companies such as Honda, Toyota, Nissan, etc…
build their cars on American soil for the US market26 and on European soil for
the European market.27 This is done to avoid import duties, shipping costs, and
not due to having cheaper labour as sometimes the labour in Europe might be
more expensive than in Japan. Ricoh, a Japanese manufacturer of office
electrics such as copiers, faxes, scanners, etc…, also outsources to the US for
production of their US bound products for the same reasons.28
There are also some companies that don't outsource to developing
countries and the reasons for these vary: a fear of losing their technology
(piracy, copying, etc…), lack of communication or understanding due to
differing of culture and language, tradition and expertise outflow which could
lead to a generational loss of talent, lack of highly skilled labour and
generational talent in the developing countries (if quality is important to the
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company outsourcing), and that it could take a lot of time to build trust and
relationship with a supplier and for them to understand “standards”.
One of these companies is Tiffany’s. Their partnership with the pen
manufacturer Cross is such that even though Cross has outsourced nearly all
their manufacture to China, they have kept a small manufacturing base in their
factory in the US in order to manufacture pens for Tiffany’s at their demand as
Tiffany’s refused to have pens made in China. 29 The author had the great
pleasure to experience the craftsmanship and great detail that goes into
Tiffany’s lacquer ware products first hand in a small workshop in Wajima,
Japan. Perhaps this is why Tiffany’s is a company that wants to focus on
quality, whilst still being able to make a profit and not having to outsource.30
Another point to make is the lack of skilled labour as skilled labour is
needed to produce many high end products. If this skilled labour is missing,
then unskilled labour for assembly may only be used in mass produced and
inexpensive consumer products which don't require too much detail in the
assembly.
Perhaps the biggest argument in the reasons besides the loss of control
is the difference in understanding standards. A developing country might not
have the same standards of quality as a developed country. When talking
about Japan’s development one can see a rapid improvement in quality from
what was known as horrible quality when it was still developing in the early
post war period and then excellent world renowned quality after it had
developed into a first world country.31
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The theory which has been discussed here is that of when a country
and its people become rich then the products will inevitably become better as
working conditions improve, people get paid more for their job and therefore
labour becomes more skilled. There could also be a cultural and historical
element to it in the attention to detail the Japanese pay to their products
compared to the Chinese or other developing nations which must focus on
cheap mass produced consumer products.
Finally there are other companies that keep their assembly within their
own countries but subcontract the production of components for their product.
In fact, this is common for nearly all companies as hardly any companies
produce their own plastics, metals, etc… for their products.
Perhaps the reason for outsourcing components but keeping the final
assembly in a developed country is that they keep the final quality control, or
check in place which is where the so called “build quality” comes from. For
most companies this final step is where everything comes together and
therefore the most important, hence why they feel they need total control over
it to keep quality high. This “assembly” step is also the one which for
governments is the most important for the designation of origin of a product. If
the final assembly is in a certain country that country is where the product is
“made in.”
It would not only be inefficient cost-wise but also production-wise to
not subcontract at least certain materials. For example a company that is the
best at producing a certain material that you use in your manufacture, might
actually produce it better than you do yourself as they specialise in it. Think
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for example how inefficient it would be should a shoemaker also produce the
leather that goes into his or her shoes. It would limit the choice of leathers as
well as the quality as that person might not be an expert at it and wouldn’t
have the time to do that if they are focused on shoemaking manufacturing
itself.
This kind of outsourcing does not necessarily have to be to developing
countries, it is often to other developed countries, or even other companies
within the country of the company, sometimes even subsidiaries.
Where something is made in or is assembled is called the origin of that
product. The rules for this differ greatly from country to country. There are
also rules for what is called the “protection of the designation of origin”,
although this only applies to food and spirits, it is there to protect the
consumer and give them better quality based on the historical origin of
production.32
Each country has its own rules for protecting consumers. Switzerland
has perhaps some of the strictest rules for this designation of origin in
manufacturing.
There are two conditions that must be fulfilled for goods to be legally
labelled as being of Swiss origin:
• The Swiss portion of the production cost must be at least 50%.33
• The most important part of the manufacturing process must have taken place
in Switzerland.34
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The “most important part of the manufacturing process” is that part of
the process that results in a completely new product. The determining factor
here is that the original characteristics of the goods are lost through the
manufacturing process, and the possible application of the goods is different
from that of the basic materials of foreign origin used in their manufacture. 35
In addition, the origin of goods is determined by the place where they
are produced, not by where the idea for producing these goods was conceived.
A product manufactured in Switzerland under a foreign license will still be
Swiss in origin, while a product manufactured abroad using Swiss recipes or
Swiss methods will still be foreign in origin. 36
This protection of Swiss origin even extends to the use of the Swiss
flag as a symbol on a product 37 and perhaps this is the reason why in
Switzerland so much of the manufacturing remains at home. This is also
perhaps the reason that Swiss quality is regarded to be the best in the world in
many fields of manufacturing such as watch making.38
This perception of Swiss quality can be seen in the worldwide study
conducted by the University of St. Gallen on Swiss Made Products.

Swiss products and services enjoy an excellent reputation worldwide.
In comparative terms, no other countryʹs products are perceived so
favorably. They are considered to be particularly reliable, of high value
and luxurious, and are therefore also associated with a correspondingly
higher price – but less so with innovative energy and trend
orientation…The USA is only mid‐table in this comparison, whereas
22

China lags far behind in terms of product quality and is only able to
score on the price axis.39

Some might say perception is only just that, but it can be argued perception is
built upon something more than just an assumption.

A perfect example of a country which is perceived, like Switzerland, to
have high quality is Denmark.

Zenvo, a Danish car company whose

production is limited to only 15 cars has created an automobile that is 100%
built in Denmark, and is to date the most powerful road legal car in the
world.40

According to Zenvo, their reason for not outsourcing is: ‘Since we
work very closely with most of our partners we try to use local suppliers. This
makes us able to communicate better and to follow the developing much
closer to obtain the best possible result.’ 41 This communication is what is
lacking in subcontracting to developing countries through distance and a
difference in cultural understanding. Another thing to note is that in order to
oversee the development of a product the company must be there to see it, test
it, and develop it further with their subcontractors or their subsidiaries or if
they don't outsource then within their own company, however this hardly ever
happens in outsourcing

As mentioned previously and will be seen in the case studies, most of
what companies don't outsource is professional products although there are
some consumer products which are not outsourced as well. An example of this
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is when comparing a German made Lamy pen which costs half the price of a
Chinese made Cross pen.42Therefore it doesn’t make sense to buy the Chinese
made one when the company may be making a huge profit at your expense,
the expense of quality.

It should be emphasized that not everything that comes from
developing countries will be of inferior quality, nor that everything that comes
from developed countries will be of superior quality, just that this is usually
the case, especially within professional or higher end manufacturing.
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Chapter
C
T
Two: Casse Studiees

43

Leica Cam
mera disassemb
bled for restorration.

Thee following case studiies are taken from in
nterviews w
with variouss
companies as well as written maaterial. Theey are desig
gned to shoow why and
d
how qualityy may be reduced
r
witthin manuffacturing if outsourcedd as well ass
why and hoow quality would
w
be exxtremely hig
gh within th
he developeed world. Ass
will be seenn from the examples,
e
qquality has a lot to do with
w attentioon to detail.
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Stefan Daaniel at the Leica
L
Cameera AG Heaadquarters in
n Solms, Geermany.

In order
o
to exp
plore this atttention to detail
d
in maanufacturingg the authorr
visited Leicca’s factory
y in Solms,, Germany.45 Leica is a German camera and
d
optics manuufacturer, which
w
set upp a new facttory in Porttugal in 1977346 in orderr
to reduce manufacturin
m
ng costs.47 T
This was do
one with th
he help of E
EU subsidiess
and loans in
i order to develop Poortugal as itt was an EU
U developm
ment are and
d
also had preeferential taax schemes and of courrse cheaper materials.488
Thee difference between thhis case of outsourcing
o
and others is that Leitzz
Portugal was
w actually
y a subsidiaary of Leicaa which waas opened, owned and
d
operated soolely by Leeica for the manufactu
ure of their products49. As such it
may not evven fit into the
t definitioon of the wo
ord outsourcing as theyy owned thee
factory where they bu
uilt the prodduct. In add
dition to thiis, only cerrtain modelss
were built there
t
and most
m of the pproduction remained
r
in Germany.
Aroound 1996 all the finaal assembly
y production
n for the caameras wass
brought bacck to Germaany. Howevver, many of
o the parts for
f the currrent camerass
26

are still buuilt in Portu
ugal and theey have not closed theeir factory there yet. 50
Leica also has a subssidiary in C
Canada with
h the namee ELCAN ((Ernst Leitzz
w
was bought
b
in 1 998 by Ray
ytheon. In recent
r
timees Leica hass
Canada) which
also withdrrawn all of their produuction from the Leica Canada
C
plannt (ELCAN)
to Leica Soolms. Leicaa was goingg through a bad time when
w
they opened thiss
factory andd therefore through tem
mporarily outsourcing
o
they manaaged to savee
the companny.51
It iss not to say though thatt Leica doessn’t outsourrce some off its camerass
to another company. Panasonic indeed makes many of Leica’ss consumerr
digital cam
meras in Jaapan. 52 As any compaany Leica of course sources thee
materials needed
n
for their
t
manuffacture from
m all over the world. The digitaal
sensors for example co
ome from K
Kodak in thee USA as th
here are onlyy two majorr
sensor mannufacturers in
i the worldd one of which is Kodaak.53
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A techniciaan at Leica uses a steady hhand to apply
y a specialized
d black paint tto the edge of
each Leica lenns element, which
w
helps to reduce reflecttions and aberrrations insidee the lens.
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It taakes Leica up to six m
months to manufacture
m
a lens in ttheir Solmss,
Germany factory,
f
due to the avvailability of a special glass thhey need to
o
source. 55 Inn fact thesee glass elem
ments may
y cost moree per ouncee than puree
silver.56Thiis is truly Germany
G
preecision engineering an
nd the cost rreduction of
training succh highly skilled
s
labouur in the deeveloping world
w
wouldd not really
y
work. 57 Thhe lenses and
a
cameraas are still hand assem
mbled and even hand
d
painted undder a loupe.58 It also taakes many years
y
to train the mechaanics (somee
of whom even
e
have PHDs)
P
whoo are speciaalists at what they do,, pass down
n
their skillss through many
m
generrations. 59 Leica’s
L
labo
our and faacility is so
o
advanced thhat they in fact
f used coomputer aid
ded softwaree to design llenses as farr
back as thee 1960s. 60Such
S
highlyy skilled laabour is obv
viously misssing in thee
production facilities of developinng countriess where unsskilled laboour is key to
o
cheap manuufacture and
d therefore affects the quality.
q

61

One of thesse Highly Skillled workers aat Leica holdin
ng a finished product
p
in the clean room.

In many
m
high fashion
f
brannds, outsourcing is actually to a ccountry with
h
similar or even high
her labour costs (alth
hough there are som
me who aree
28

beginning to
t outsourcce to develooping counttries as well). In casees like thesee
manufacturring is outssourced to improve quality due to their exxpertise and
d
craftsmanshhip which the
t originatting country
y might lacck. A great example of
this is Tom
m Ford’s clothing
c
wh
which is designed by him in thee USA bu
ut
manufacturred in Italy by Ermeneegildo Zegn
na SpA.62 One of the m
major causess
of this kindd of outsourrcing is the lack of skiilled labour in many inndustrialised
d
countries suuch as the USA
U and UK
K due to de-industrialissation.
How
wever this is
i not to sayy that comp
ponents used in those pprofessionaal
products arre not made in a develooping counttry. There are
a very few
w companiess
that manufaacture nearlly everythinng themselv
ves (such as Bang and O
Olufsen and
d
Ortofon, although they
y too need tto import ceertain raw materials).
m
M
Many of thee
electronic components such as ccircuit boards in proffessional prroducts (forr
example inn Hasselblad
d camera’s663) are madee in develop
ping countrries becausee
there are almost
a
no manufacture
m
ers of this left in the developed world even
n
though neaarly everyth
hing else in the cameraa including the full maanufacturing
g
of it is madde in Denmaark, Japan aand Sweden
n, three coun
ntries with some of thee
some of thee highest lab
bour costs inn the world
d.64

65
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One example of a company that doesn’t outsource their main
production line is Ortofon, a 90 year old professional turntable cartridge
manufacturer in Denmark. Christian H. Nielsen, CEO of Ortofon, summarises
the five factors his company uses in regarding Danish quality as the best:
First the fantastic infrastructure of acoustics where you have
companies making many types of products related to acoustics:
consumer products, hearing aids, measurement equipment,

Secondly there is a lot of learning and know-how generation from
manufacturing the products and dealing with technical and service
questions.

Thirdly we believe there is Danish factor in the product, expressed in
the design, sound quality, user friendlyness needs immersion in things
Danish not to be lost.

Fourthly we are somewhat apprehensive of the Chinese custom of
capitalizing on the relationship as regards consequences for pricing,
quality, protection of designs, know-how etc.

Fifth we of course have to be cost efficient and we are looking at not
only labor cost to be that.66

Perhaps their reason for not outsourcing most of their products is
quality and also according to their website they have a special type of product.
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Contrary to other types of phono catridges, the moving coil principle is
not suited for mass production. Each of the four coils contains between
11 and 24 turns of wire, depending on model, and has to be wound by
hand under a microscope. The wire itself is much thinner than a human
hair. The high degree of craftsmanship involved is one of the "secrets"
behind Ortofon's reputation.67
Perhaps it is exactly this secret technique which the company does not want to
leek for obvious reasons. Also if craftsman have been working on it for many
years it would be extremely difficult to train a workforce in another country to
do this work for them.68
Ortofon also produces Technical rubber, Thermoplastic Elastomer
(TPE) precision components and micromechanical devices in their premises in
Nakskov, Denmark which they then use in the production of their own
products as well as selling components to other manufacturers. They do have
partners and specialized suppliers from Japan, China, Taiwan, UK, Sweden,
Germany, Switzerland and Denmark but this is mostly for the raw materials
from which they produce their goods, with the exception of some high quality
headphones, speakers and cables from Japan.69

One does not however have to buy high end specialist products in
order to purchase things which are not outsourced. A good example of this is
Buffalo Hard Drives many of which are made in Japan. The cost of a Buffalo
500GB Portable HD is $79.05, whilst for example a Western Digital (which is
made in China) with the same specifications costs $132.48. 70 To top it off
Buffalo are renowned for their quality and have better innovation technologies
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such as hardware encryption, and shock resistance.71 In this case there is no
need to pay more for something that is not outsourced, in many cases you will
pay less as there isn’t a big name attached to it. As yet there are still some
companies, some of which are not as popular or big, that are still producing
their goods in the developed world.

Now that we have shown some products which were produced in the
developed world we need to look at case studies of how outsourcing to
developing countries might cause a reduction in quality.
China has been involved in many quality controversies such as that of
Mattel where the magnet of the toys would fall out and where there was lead
found in the paint of children’s toys 72 as well as Mega Brands a toy
manufacturer whose poor manufacture led to one child’s death and other
injuries. In fact Mega Brands received complaints over a two year period prior
to the recall.73
This In fact shows how control and therefore quality is lost through
subcontracting to a company in a developing country with lower or different
standards. 74 This differing of standards and safety laws are vast between
developed and developing countries and therefore to have the same standards
of manufacturing a country must uphold to the same standards of quality and
safety which is quite difficult for developing countries to do.
Some other examples of issues with Chinese produced products are: a
tainted dog food recall in the US which was manufactured in China with
Melamine, a chemical used to make plastic 75 and a recall of toothpaste
manufactured in China for the US market which contained a poisonous
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chemical.76 In one case even the FDA got involved and banned the import of
seafood from china which contained antibiotics which can cause resistance
and other medications which are known carcinogens.77 There has also been a
case in Panama where patients have been killed because of mislabelled
Chinese chemicals which were mixed into cough syrup.78 These are just a few
of the more well known incidents out of many others out there.
All these incidents of course are not to say that the Chinese are out
there to poison people. In fact the problem lies in the fact that many
companies care about profit more than safety or quality standards. The boss of
the subcontractor which produced the lead tainted Mattel toys actually
commited suicide after it was discovered, which shows that there is a degree
of guilt involved,79 although there is always a possibility of foul play involved
from an unhappy investor. Either way, this is something that obviously
nobody wants discovered as no company wants to lose millions in profits.
Besides all the health risks involved with China, many firms practice
what some consider unethical activities such as forced labour. In an
investigation conducted by the London Observer, most workers who
manufacture goods for GAP and NEXT, which are made in the same factory,
only get paid 25 pence an hour. Whilst Marks and Spencers employees only
get a penny more per hour, both companies subcontractors were found to force
their labour to work extra hours with only half the legal overtime pay.80
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Foxxconn, a Taiwanese ccompany, which
w
manu
ufactures pproducts forr
Apple, HP
P and Nokiia to namee but a few
w, has com
me under sscrutiny forr
mistreatingg its employ
yees after a series of employee
e
su
uicides hadd occurred.822
In a few months
m
in 2010,
2
there were 13 atttempted su
uicides by m
men, which
h
prompted a safety nett to be put up which was
w later taken down.883 On top of
this, Foxcoonn shut itss Indian faccility down
n after work
kers becamee sick from
m
routine pessticidal spraaying. 84 Onn the plus side
s
howev
ver, the em
mployees aree
granted a place
p
to liv
ve, have a sshopping mall
m and had their wagges doubled
d
since. Foxcconn is also to hire 4000,000 more workers
w
as well.
w 85
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86

Workers in Foxconn’s faactory inspectiing motherboaards.

Thee point of mentioning
m
tthese incideents howeveer is to show
w that theree
is a lack off transparen
ncy and conntrol. Thesee companies are prepar
aring to takee
risks, even if it causees deaths am
mong employees or cu
ustomers. T
The benefitss
outweigh thhe costs. Ev
ven Apple’ss boss Stev
ve Jobs defeended Foxcoonn and thee
suicides theey had there, explaininng that Foxcconn is not a sweatshoop, although
h
he admittedd that there are issues thhere.87
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Fujitsu is one example of a company that has reverted from
outsourcing their assembly to developing countries to producing their PCs,
Motherboards, and other electronic equipment in developed countries. They
opened a new factory in Germany for building Fujitsu products for the
European market. They also built a plant in the Jebel Ali Free Zone of the
UAE for the Middle Eastern market.88 This was after pulling out of Finland
which was highly profitable with lower wage rates.89
One could say that this is a move to avoid paying taxes due to their
production within free trade area’s and customs unions. However, According
to Heribert Göggerle, Executive Vice President, Supply Operations, at Fujitsu
Technology Solutions, there are other reasons as well.
Our customers worldwide tell us that they value above all innovation
and quality in our products, and this is a key factor in production
location selection. Germany is itself a major market for Fujitsu’s
products,

while

being

centrally

located

with

an

excellent

communications infrastructure enabling fast, cost-efficient and reliable
order fulfilment to the wider Europe, Middle East and Africa region
and further afield. We find our German-based production to be highly
competitive over the long term, while also offering the environmental
advantages of market proximity and be best prepared to serve the
complex European customer base.90
This then illistrates that production location selection is a key factor in
quality and innovation, but also it brings about cost-efficient, fast, and reliable
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order fullfillment within the European market with little enviornmental
damage.
Perhaps another reason why Fujitsu doesn’t outsource their main
production is the fact that they don't have the branding that Sony or the other
competition does. Since they are not as popular as others perhaps they
specialise in high quality manufacture versus just selling based on their name.
They need something to sell and even though people don't look where it’s
made and they don't advertise it, they do have an image of higher quality.
Fujitsu is often seen as a professional or business product and therefore this
quality of manufacturing may also spill over into their consumer products as
they share the same factories. Fujitsu’s computers are however usually less
expensive than comparable models built in China.91
Hasselblad is another company that the author had a chance to visit and
see the production line of in Gothenburg, Sweden.92 They are very similar to
Leica in their hands on, attention to detail, approach. Hasselblad is also a
camera and lens manufacturer and their reason for not outsourcing is also
similar to Leica’s: keeping everything in house from design to product
development and manufacture makes it so that all you need to do is go across
the hall to check on something being worked on. This really helps with
research and development as there is no loss of time and communication and
everything can be checked rigorously throughout the manufacturing process.
Every part of the manufacturing process can be checked throughout so if
something doesn’t feel right they can go back to the drawing board for
example which would be logistically nearly impossible with the distances
involved in outsourcing manufacturing. For example the designer and product
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developer knows the person who makes the product personally and they build
a personal relationship in the development of this product. As this one person
(or group of people) makes it they are more entwined in the production.
Nearly every time a company outsources, the subcontractor is also making
products for many other companies and therefore it’s just about assembling it
and not about paying attention solely to your product.
However Hasselblad sub-assembles some camera’s and lenses for the
H system for example in Sweden but then sends them off to Japan for final
assembly. This may be for a reduction in cost and is a form of outsourcing as
well although it is different in the fact that FUJI itself is a high quality
producer and innovator of these products therefore it is more of a partnership
rather than full on outsourcing. On top of all that the products have their final
checks and mechanisms done in Sweden.93
Upon visiting the Hasselblad factory the author noticed that everything
is tested to the point where even a microscopic scratch on a piece of metal that
will be painted and leather glued on it will still be sent back.94 This kind of
attention to detail and quality just doesn’t exist in developing countries for if it
did it might be rendered pointless to outsource as the costs would be almost as
high.
Another production site the author was fortunate enough to visit was
that of London based jewellery maker Nina Koutibashvili in which she
demonstrated the differences between jewellery from developing countries,
such as her native Georgia, and those made in developed countries, as in her
workshop in London.
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In developed
d
countries theey have morre highly sk
killed labourr and higherr
quaality machin
nery whichh can someetimes run into the hhundreds of
thouusands of pounds. T
This is too cost proh
hibitive to have in a
devveloping cou
untry and aas a result th
he quality suffers.
s
Youu can really
y
tell the differen
nce when itt comes to intricate design and poolishing and
d
bufffering of thee pieces.95
It taakes Nina ap
pproximate ly half an hour
h
just to buffer
b
a weedding band
d.
On top of this
t it takess her anywhhere from an
n hour or tw
wo to makee a wedding
g
band, to up
u to a month
m
or tw
wo for more intricatee jewelleryy. She doess
everything by hand an
nd even thee sandpaperr she uses comes from
m Germany
y.
96

This kindd of work would
w
not onnly be difficcult for unsk
killed labouur but would
d

not prove too be cost effficient enouugh in the end.
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Nina Kouutibashvili in
i her workkshop in Lon
ndon.
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98

Nina holdiing a ring which is madee in Georgia. As one can see the ring has not been
n

polished welll. You can seee rough edgess along the go
old and some of the diamonnds have even
n
fallen off.
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In this photto however, Nina
N is holdingg a ring she made
m
in her ow
wn workshop iin London and
d

here one can see how well it’s been polisshed and how
w smooth the edges are.
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Chapter Three: Outcomes

100

The outcomes of outsourcing manufacturing to developing countries
are not just evident in quality loss but also in demographic issues that arise.
Governments are constantly throwing money at companies but those
companies are usually not the ones supporting the local unemployed
community but are giving that work to employees in other countries for a
much lower cost.
It seems that the only companies that governments do throw money at
take that money and make a huge profit on it without investing it back into the
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country or society they originated in. “The scaling process [building factories
and hiring workers to build a product] is no longer happening in the U.S. And
as long as that’s the case, plowing capital into young companies that build
their factories elsewhere will continue to yield a bad return in terms of
American jobs.”101 Not only do jobs suffer but also this lack of reinvestment
into the country and economy affects developing countries even more as they
become more and more reliant on the contractor from the developed world and
don't reinvest enough to develop their own internationally competitive
companies that produce their own products. This is not however to say that
this is not possible or that this won’t happen but just that it is not currently
happening.
Due to this, countries like the US are hardly producing any consumer
products anymore. The quality of US made products have gone down,
specifically because they are not made in the US anymore and also partially
because skilled labour has declined. Besides the obvious environmental
impacts of shipping everything from halfway across the world, instead of
making it in your own country, there is a dilemma of job losses and a growing
divide between rich and poor.102 This can be seen in the fact that in 1968 when
so many US products were still made there and before the outsourcing boom
began, the US had the highest minimum wage in its history103, as well as the
lowest gini coefficient104 and one of the lowest unemployment rates.105
Boston-based consultancy Forrester estimates that 400,000 service jobs
have been lost to offshoring since 2000, with jobs leaving at a rate of
12,000 to 15,000 per month, says John McCarthy, the company's
director of research. Other estimates say up to 20,000 jobs a month
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may be moving overseas. This is in addition to the 2 million
manufacturing jobs that are estimated to have moved offshore since
1983. These numbers are predicted to rise. Management consulting
firm McKinsey & Company's economic think tank, the McKinsey
Global Institute, predicts that white-collar offshoring will increase at a
rate of 30 percent to 40 percent over the next five years. By 2015,
Forrester predicts, roughly 3.3 million service jobs will have moved
offshore, including 1.7 million "back office" jobs such as payroll
processing and accounting, and 473,000 jobs in the information
technology industry.106
This information is as of 2004 and these numbers are sure to have increased in
the six years since as we have had an economic crisis in 2008 which set off a
recession.
Some [economists] argue that the practice is helping to stimulate the
economy. However, these economists also concede that the low level
of job creation in recent years has made it more difficult for workers
who lose their jobs to outsourcing to find new ones.107
Most economists also state that if the economy is stimulated then new jobs
will be created, but that is not for the “economy” to decide but businesses and
if companies are going to make a higher profit by outsourcing abroad then
who is there to stop them if there are is no form of protectionism? Companies
rarely if ever look out for the interests of the people of their country and are
not there to grant them employment, it’s not a charity but a business and
therefore jobs in the US and elsewhere will only suffer more.
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Not only is this problem demographic, but there is also evidence to
suggest that even after outsourcing something to a developing country and
making a much higher profit, those same consumer goods which were
produced in the developed world before have not gone down in price. For
example the average price of a car in the US in 1962 cost $14,235 in 2004
money whilst a 2004 model which may have been built in Mexico would cost
21,000 in 2004 money. Everything from food to doctors visits were much less
expensive as well. 108
However, due to technological progress certain goods have decreased
in price such as TV’s which used to cost 10 fold in those days. The main
reason for this decrease is technological progress and not outsourcing as most
consumer goods were a lot less in the 1960s when they were still made in the
USA. To top this off, federal tax was only 20% of wages on average where it
is now 40%.109
A famous 20th century Japanese economist Kaname Akamatsu refers
to manufacturing outsourcing as ‘Being either much cheaper or of a modern
type vis-à-vis local counterparts, imported goods are likely to drive many local
firms out of business and impoverish many manufactured segments in the
imported economies.’110 However, he also mentions that ‘…when the market
in the importing economy is large, or becomes large enough, local firms may
effectively find their own niche in it.’ 111 This is all good and well but as
Shigehisa Cape Kasahara, a famous economist at the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development mentions, ‘It is not clear, however,
how the impoverished local firms could overcome their overwhelmingly
unfavourable situation.’112
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A good example of this is in the Japanese automobile industry. Kunio
Yoshihara, an economist, sums it up quite well when he says that in the
automobile industry many parts for cars are produced locally but what is
outsourced is essentially distributed. He mentions that developing countries (in
this case South East Asian economies) are 100 per cent dependent on their
Japanese licensers and it would be impossible for them to become
technologically independent and start exporting their own products and that
due to their structure this is semi-permanent.113 Basically what he is trying to
say is that because they hadn’t built their industrial base when they liberalised
their FDI that they are therefore reliant on industrial expertise from Japan and
the west.114
Although many countries try to protect their manufacturing industry
through subsidies, countries such as the UK and USA, and in fact the new
labour and conservative governments in the UK are largely responsible for the
de-industrialisation that has occurred. Although the agricultural sector has
been getting some support, the manufacturing sector is seen as one that simply
does not need to exist. The UK seems to think that it can simply exist on its
services sector, which is highly vulnerable as can be seen in the financial
sector.
It was not only the UK that had certain policies that led towards
outsourcing. Japan which did not de-industrialise to the extent that the UK or
US did, had certain policies which had also led to outsourcing. One of these
was that ‘technical assistance administered by the Japanese Government to its
East Asian neighours has also facilitated the region-wide industrial
transformation…’115
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Many economists, scholars and politicians state that through
investment into countries such as China, those will grow to be a world
economic power such as South Korea or Japan. However, they blatantly
ignore the fact that the reason both Japan and South Korea managed to
develop is not due to trade liberalisation but quite the opposite. They
developed exactly because they had methods of controlling imports and
through this developed their own industries which later became internationally
competitive. 116 This is in stark contrast to countries like China, a highly
liberalised country, most of whose economy is based on Foreign Direct
Investment by foreign companies which actually compete with and undermine
the domestic companies that are so vital for its security.
Post World War II, when Japan was first restructuring its quality was
not highly regarded. In fact most people would regard “Made in Japan” in
those days the same way they do “Made in China” these days. Therefore many
say that China’s quality will improve as Japan’s have.
China and other developing countries are, however, highly reliant on
technology and machinery from developed countries.
Japan had already built a strong domestic industrial foundation prior to
its take-off in the 1960s. Even now the frontier industries in the first
tier newly industrializing economies are marked by the considerable
dependence on imported technology, primarily from Japan and the
United States.117
This then shows that China and other such countries are not developing in the
same manner that Japan was.
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…in South Korea virtually all its industries are owned by Korean
companies, which, along with capital controls, ensured that the profits
largely stayed in the country, and were therefore available for
reinvestment in other productive activities. In contrast, in most other
underdeveloped countries, the industries being established are largely
foreign-owned or are other joint ventures, so that most of the profits
disappear abroad… Thus, even when involved with joint ventures,
transnational corporations are able to transfer profits abroad, which
means, in addition, that they get away with paying little or no tax118
However in countries like Taiwan (ROC), Japanese GTCs had free entry to the
economy and control some 50 per cent of its trade.119
A lack of skilled labour is very much evident in China where some
reports state a shortage of it. This may also cause higher quality training, for
specialisation, and has increased wages. All of this may create higher quality
in China in the future.120 How exactly a labour shortage can happen in such an
overpopulated country is not clear, but the fact that this would drive cost of
labour up is.
There are figures that show how China’s economy is increasing.
However, those figures are extremely inflated and it only ends up spurring a
separation between rich and poor in both the developed, and developing world
known as a race to the bottom, partially due to competition which causes
wages to fall in both developed and developing countries.
Many in fact think that by outsourcing they are lifting the wages up
and creating a consumer economy to buy more western products, however
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there is a fallacy in that only a small percentage of people do benefit from this
in both the developing and developed world. In the developed world this
would be the people at the top of a manufacturing company and perhaps (in
the case of public companies) its shareholders, and in the developing world it
would be the factory owners or managers. The rest of the population in both
countries would not necessarily benefit from this and the only consumers that
could afford buy the western products in a developing country would be those
same factory owners/managers or people in other high positions such as
government posts, which make up an extremely small percentage of the
population. This is due to the fact that wages are very low in developing
countries and that the wage gap between CEO’s and the average worker are
very high. For example the CEO of Wallmart’s hourly wage is higher than an
average Wallmart employees wage.121
There are a few more things which are important to note about
outsourcing. Firstly, most of the profits generated through outsourced
manufactured goods are kept to the company that is outsourcing. Secondly, as
most companies choose a country with not only cheap labour but also little or
no taxes, not enough money gets reinvested into the country. A good example
of this is China (the country with the greatest inflow of manufacturing
outsourcing since 1979) which has one of the highest GDP growth rates and is
supposed to be the third richest country in the world yet has a human
development index of 92/182 and a GDP per capita of 102/181 just under
Angola’s.122 GDP Per Capita is measured as an average and since income in
China is far from distributed evenly, the figure is skewed.
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A huge problem is that due to China’s growth as a centre for
manufacturing FDI, many companies are ignoring other countries in the region
which have suffered due to lack of investment. This is very much evident in
the past decade with the continuing rise of China as well as the Chinese
currency being devaluated in 1995.123 However, in 2001 the ASEAN countries
decided to form a free trade area with China in order to overcome this.124 How
it will overcome this problem is not certain and it might only increase it.
Another factor to touch upon is that ‘A large number of hightechnology foreign affiliates, e.g. the local affiliates of Motorola (China) are
joint ventures with State owned enterprises. These close and productive
partnerships may be responsible for a sort of “crowding in” effect.’125

There are of course some advantages to outsourcing manufacturing.
For example, outsourcing can cause a transfer of knowledge and technology to
the developing country which might help it to later innovate and make its own
products.
However, it is generally understood that technology transfer (or
spillovers as they are sometimes called) does not automatically occur
for all cases of FDI. In fact, the rapidly growing literature of empirical
analysis on productivity spillovers on FDI has found relatively limited
positive effects.126
This can easily be explained through China being a classic case of
enclave, a shallow industrialisation where companies tend to take advantage of
cheap and unskilled labour for assembly activities, while not providing firm
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specific technology to the local communities as a whole.127 In East/Southeast
Asia most of the technology, capital and intermediate products come from
Japan and the final products are exported mostly to third markets outside.128
On top of this, it could be argued that since they are not at a high enough
technological level yet that certain products will still suffer quality loss.
Another example of an advantage is that the society as a whole may
benefit for two major reasons: real wages go up and the economy as a whole
rises. Real wages in manufacturing in China for example have gone up from
$0.73 in 2005 to $1.36 per hour in 2008.129 The GDP in China has gone up to
be the third biggest in the world as of 2009.130 However its Gini Coefficient
which measures the distribution of wealth has gone from 40 in 2001 to 41.5 in
2007 (the higher the number the less equal wealth distribution is).131 As can be
seen, even though the real wages have gone up, the separation between rich
and poor has also gone up.
However, due to competing wages from developing countries, wages
in the developed world are being forced down as well as the skill of this labour.
An example of this is due to India’s wages being raised by 10 percent this year,
and employees in the US working for much less than they would otherwise, it
is now the same price to have call centres in the US as it is in India.132 This is
partially due to the economic impact of the financial crisis although wages
were falling even before that time since they achieved a peak high in 1968. 133
What is interesting is that even Pramod Bhasin, Chief Executive of Indian
outsourcing company Genpact states ‘Indian outsourcers needed to be more
sympathetic to the deep economic woes in the US, not least because US
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business had
h
helped
d India’s ooutsourcing
g industry “piggy-bacck” on itss
success.’1344
As China’s waages grow hhigher, many
y companiees will wantt to move to
o
even pooreer countries to keep m
making theirr high profits.135 This sshow’s why
y
China’s ecoonomy is un
nsustainablee. China’s FDI
F is also unevenly
u
diistributed ass
88% of it iss located in the easternn coastal reg
gions whilstt the rest off the country
y
is left with a mere 12%
%.136 Chinaa remains th
he region’s top
t recipiennt of inward
d
nd to rely so much on
o that wou
uld be futille if all thee
Manufacturring FDI an
manufacturring were sh
hifted to anoother countrry.137

A picture of
o a Maquilaadora Sweattshop in Meexico. 138
Finaally, outsou
urcing has aalso led to tax dodgin
ng. A good example of
this is GM
M through im
mporting paarts from th
he world an
nd exportingg them to a
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Maquiladora (Free Trade Zone) in Mexico for final assembly after which they
are then exported to the US. The car is labelled as Made in Mexico but they
haven’t paid import duties due to the NAFTA (North American Free Trade
Agreement) and have managed to produce it with extremely low wages.139
This kind of tax dodging often happens with neighbouring countries for
example with which a free trade agreement or customs union is shared.
A product might be shipped from say country C which has no
agreement with either country A or B. Country A however may have a free
trade agreement with Country B and instead of exporting directly to Country
A as Country C wants, they will export it and have it assembled (or reassembled) in Country B as Country B has a lower import duty than Country
A and eventually through the free trade zone to country A thereby providing
the company from Country C with a much higher profit. This is known as
Trade Diversion. What is also interesting about this is that if it were not for the
NAFTA (and the Maquila’s) then GM and other companies would not have
their products outsourced to Mexico as the Mexican export duties and US
import duties might restrict their profitability.
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C
Conclusio
on

140

As we have seeen in the ccase studies, many of the
t productts which aree
d
w
world are like
l
the Zen
nvo, Leica, Hasselblad
d
still producced in the developed
and others, limited to professionaal or high end luxury goods
g
and th
there is very
y
ds is produceed. There arre still somee
little in the way of eveeryday afforrdable good
cheap conssumer produ
ucts which aare produceed in the deeveloped woorld but thiss
is few andd far betweeen comparred to the competition
c
n from the developing
g
world whicch is drivin
ng wages do
down and fo
orcing companies to ooutsource in
n
order to staay afloat.
`

Am
mong consum
mer productts there is often
o
a cho
oice of buyiing between
n

products which
w
have been
b
made in developiing countriees to those which havee
been madee in develop
ped countriies. The pro
oblem is it can be quuite difficult
finding thoose productss as the vastt majority is
i populated
d with consu
sumer goodss
from Chinaa and other such counttries. Howev
ver, the price differencce for many
y
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products isn’t huge; therefore if one wanted to they could set a personal
embargo on them.
Outsourcing manufacturing to developing countries has for the most
part resulted in a reduction in quality, due to the act of subcontracting which
causes a lack of control and communication, and an unskilled labour force.
Due to competition from this outsourcing, many local firms in the developed
world have been driven out. It has also caused high unemployment rates
compared to before outsourcing had started141, and therefore a growing divide
between rich and poor. 142
Outsourcing has become a standard practice for companies, especially
in the US and as such has become controversial due to job losses in the
countries of those companies. Outsourcing has also become political shorthand
for presidential candidates to describe what is perceived as unfair international
trade and its costs for U.S. workers. The issue has become highly emotional
because of outsourcing's two dramatically different effects: it leads to layoffs
and dislocations for thousands of U.S. workers.143
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144

Duee to all theese circumsstances from
m quality to demograpphic issuess,
outsourcingg as a com
mpany as weell as coun
ntries policy
y should bee rethoughtt.
Although thhere is littlee to stop com
mpanies wh
hose social responsibilit
r
ty is to theirr
shareholderrs and chairrmen (and not the peo
ople in their own counntry or theirr
customers), there is a lot
l that the governmen
nt can do to change thee situation in
n
A examplee of this is some ideass that Demo
ocratic Canndidate John
n
countries. An
Kerry brought about in
n his 2004 eelection cam
mpaign.
[Keerry] also wants
w
to givve tax incen
ntives to American
A
coompanies to
o
keepp jobs in the Unitedd States, cllose tax lo
oopholes thhat he sayss
encoourage U.S
S. employerrs to move jobs oversseas, and reequire otherr
couuntries to meet
m
more sttringent env
vironmental and labouur standardss
so thhat employing people iin those cou
untries will cost more.1145
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It’s understandable why many economists are against protectionism and
government intervention as it is a breach of freedom for them. However, since
we have seen what lack of protectionism can do, we must implement it.
As previously stated the US had its highest wages in 1968 before trade
liberalisation and certain government policies took place, when most things
were still produced in the US, the minimum wage146, employment rate147, and
gini coefficient were at its highest and best.148
If as economists say many of the industries in developed countries are
switching from manufacturing to services, then what will happen to those who
were trained in manufacturing as they will have to be retrained? Worse yet,
what will happen if nearly all of the services industry gets shifted abroad? Are
governments not there to protect their own people and industries? If so then
why is protectionism so frowned upon?
Some 70 percent of the U.S. economy is not vulnerable to offshoring
because it is composed of services such as retail, restaurants and hotels,
health care and other services that necessarily take place locally,
according to a McKinsey analysis that examined the economic impact
of offshore outsourcing. [There were] between 1979 and 1999, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics found that 31 percent of workers displaced
by trade--mostly in the manufacturing industries--were not fully reemployed.149
Many people are used to the cheaply produced consumer goods which
are readily and easily available to own and therefore don't know about or
haven’t experienced goods of a truly high quality which is unfortunately in
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today’s world mostly available through luxury and professional goods which
many would not be able to afford.
Hopefully in the future when many companies and governments realise
the potential effects on quality and society that outsourcing to developing
countries has, they will both make it possible to buy high quality goods
produced in the developed world once again.
All these questions are ones which are left unanswered and for the
reader to think about. As we move into yet a new decade only a couple of
years after the economic crisis, we must ask ourselves whether what we are
doing as a society is benefiting the rest of society or ourselves alone.
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